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I shall talk to you tonight, not so much about science, as c,bout the !:len of 

Science. 

Ever~r yea r, thousands of' young men ente r the field of science these days; 

and this is important. 

But tonight, I D1n not going to talk e.bout the ms.ny; I am going to talk about 

the feH. 

There is a minority D1!long men Kho are the "salt of the earth", and there is 

such a minority among scientists also. 

It is this minority about Hhich I shall speak. 

A reporter, ubo seems to have been a student of h'\.l111C.n nature, once walked 

past some construction vrork, so the story goes, o.nd he asked one of the 1'70rkmen 

what he YJas doing. 

"I o..m earning ·:~2 .50 an hour," the man r eplied. 

He turned to a second work:rro:n nith the same question, and the man replied: 

"I am fitting bricks into this ••all." 

Then he turned to a third one an d the man replied, "I am building a cathedral." 

This third V70rknn .. "1. belongs to the minority of nhich I o.m speaking, a minority 

\'Jhich has a far greater s ens.i ti vi ty than the rest of the ir f ollmi men. 

It s e ems to be a fact that most of the creative minds among scientists belong 

to this sensitive minority. 

fmd because in science creative minds rise to prominence, the v;hole connnmity 

of scientists tnkes on the coloring of this minority. 

Obviously, their importQnce is quite out of proportion to the ir numbers. 

The title of my t D.lk tonight is, 11 The Sensitive Minority J:.rnong the L~n of 

Science." 

Jilld the sub-title is, 11·,:hy did the Gerrro..ns miss out on the Ltor.lic Bomb?" 
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This is tho first sub-tttle. Tho second sub-title is, 11\7hy did .,"illlerica come 

so close to missing out on the hydrogen bomb?" 

Lt different ti~e s , different phyai ci s t s have been g iven the dubious honor of 

being call ed the "fa the r of the c.tomic bomb," 

But in truth, the fathe r of tho a tomic bomb vms no phys icist--he >'JD.s o. dreamer 

c.nd o. writer. 

In 1913--one year before the First Fforld l,i!/ar--H. G. We lls nrote a book called 

"Tho World Se t Free". 

In this book he described t he discovery of a rtificial radioactivity and put 

it i nto the year of 1933--the very year in ~hich it was, in fact, discovered. 

In the book, this is folloP.ed by the development of atomic energy for pe~e-

time uses o.nd a lso atomic bombs. 

The r'!o r ld 'iJo.r in which the cities of most nations a r e destroyed by the se 

bombs , H. G. Wells put into t~e year of 1956--(the year in vrhich, according to my 

ovm best estinnte , tho danger of such a nar v<ill reach its peak.) 

(Ther e is a vivid passage in the book in \7hich an l..merican, an English, and 

a French Genera l discuss grand strategy in front of a large rrap in Lllied Head-

quarters in Paris, \7he n t he first bomb falls, and the map , t he gener als , the 

he8.dquarter s , nnd Paris itself, a re reduced to ashes--rc.dioactive ashes--within a 

split second. 

l:..ft er tho devastation of a l a r ge pa rt of t he norld---o.nd mil1.d you--not before--

an a ttempt is made to se t up a ~orld goverTh~ent which very nearly fails, but in 

the end, som~ho~ manages to succeed. 

' 
Occasionc.lly, it happens that a phys icist r eads a book. 

It so happened that I r ead this book in 1932, but it did not make much of an 

impression on me u.t the time ,-;hen I read it, or so I thought. 

In tho Fall of 1933 I found myself in London a nd I spent much of my tin~ 

r eadi ng the nov;spapers, as an inexpens ive ':re.y of l oa.rnii'..g EIJglish. 

One morning I r ead c,bout t he annual meeting of t he British Association of 

Scienti sts a t '. :hich Lord Rutherford spoke. 

He '."JUS quoted as saying that he Y!ho tc..lks a bout liberating atomic energy 

on a l a r ge sco.l e i s k1.lking moonshine. 

Lord Rutherford v:as O....Tl expert in rruclear physics. 

l:.nd as you know, an expert i s a rran nho ~mons whu t can.."lot be done • 

But I have a deeply ingruined distrust of experts, and so Lord Rutherford 

l eft I:le nondering '>.'hether he mi ght not be Yll"ong . 
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That afternoon as I vm.s o.bout to cross Soutbo.mpton Row, w.J.i ting for the light 

to turn from red to green, a thought came to me. 

Whc..t if the r e is one among the 92 chemical e lements that vdll emit tno 

neutrons if it is hit by a neutron? 

If Ti"Je piled up s. sufficient q_uo.nti ty of such an element, '.<e could then Ibnin-

tain a chain r eaction in \Jhich we could liberate atomic energy on a large scale. 

1~ field ~as not nuclear physics at that time but I was so fascinated by this 

possibility that I became a nuclear physicist. 

I first thought that the e lement beryllium might be able to sustain such a 

ckin r eaction but this possibility faded out ;<i thin the year. 

Then I suspected the element indium, Phich also failed. 

By 1935 I decided that instead of following up hunches about this element 

or trot one, it would be more intelligent to be stupid and simply to test one 

cher~c~l e lement after another. 

f~ter all, there were only 92 chemical eaements to test and they could be 

tested pretty fast. 

im e lectronic instrurnent nas nee ded for these experinents and I had no funds 

from which to buy it. 

So I Hent to see Dr. 'iJc izrrnnn. 

I went te him because he v~s a chemist and also a Zionist. 

I thought he would see my point and also he \•ould be able to raise the :t'unds. 

I told Dr. ',1e izmann that I needed L.2000, >Jhich at that time •ms worth about 

010,000. 

'rhis much was needed to buy the equipment and to hire a graduate student to 

' carry out the test on 92 chemical elements. 

Hi th this test done, ~c would knov! where Pe stand, I told Dr. Weizma.nn. 

~7eizrno.n.l'l >-;c?.s most gracious a bout it ull and said he VJauld see wha.t he could do. 

1~ fev7 >7eoks later I heard from my friend ~,Iichael Polanyi, 'ilho c7as in charge of 

the Chemistry Depa rtment at lbnchestcr, tha.t ~ ieizmo.nn discussed the matter with 

hin1 ~~1d that they CQme to the conclusion that the project ought to be supported. 

l~ftor tho.t, I heard nothing furthe r and I did not see \ieizmann again until I I 
bumped into him by chance in 1946 in the lobby of the Viardrrnn-PLrk Hotel in 

\io.shington, D. c. 

He seemed to be very pleased to see me. 

"Do you remember Hhen you lo.st called on me in London?" he o.sked. 

I told him I did. 

HDo you remember ~rho.t you a sked me to do for you?" he o.sked • 

• 
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"Perb£'-,.ps you \rill not believe me non," he said, "but I Cid try to get those 

1.2, 000 for you nne found thc.t I could not. 11 

There 'las a. short silence nnd then ·::eizms.nn said, 11 i7hc..t a great thing it would 

have been for P'ci.lestine if r:e h:::d g one through >Ji th your proje ct.". 

I have often asked myself \:hat indGed ':iOuld have h<lppcned if we lud gone 

through nith tho project in 1935. 

'.'ii thin r;. couple of nonths we should hc.ve discovvered the fission of ura!l..ium 

a nd the neutron emission lihich accompo.nies it. 

Of this much I ~m sure . 

~ie \'iould then hc.ve tried to keep this discovery secret and in this, in o.ll 

probL'..bili ty \70 would have f::>..iled. 

~7i thin a rro.tter of months the fission of uranium would hnve become public 

lmm:ledge . 

Then, rt1ore likely tho.n not , c.tornic energy and the o.tomic bo::nb nould ho.ve been 

developed in GerrlP.ny first, D...."'ld Germ:my nould have ho.d atomic bombs by 1940, at 

the very latest. 

I am pretty c e rto.in that in 1935 it \70uld rove impossible to get o.ny large-

scale experiments under vJay, ei tber in England or in .llnericc.. 

Conce ivo.bly, such experiments could have been set up in England after the 

lJu..'Ylj ch ngreemen t in 1938, but then it v.'ould h.c.ve be en too lo. te. 

Ger~"'lY, in possession of atomic bombs in 1940 could hc.ve taken over the 

·.-rorld, and I ocven 't very r.uch doubt tho. t she nould have taken over the v10rld. 

If this is o. correct o.pprnisal , then it , ~ould seem thn t the >wrld--our \-:orld--

' 
had a nc.rro~ escape indeed. 

It seems to me it would be perhaps fi ttirg for the British Government to 

erect right next to the Tomb of the Unlmo,-m Soldier a norrument to the Unknovm 

Benefa.ctor YTho refUsed Dr. i:ieizmo.nn 1 s request for 1.2000, o.nd thereby saved Great 

Britain from German conquest. 

There still r errcins o. que stion in my ovm mind uno.nsvmrod. 

\my did I not ~ppeo.l to somebody else uhen D~ ~eizmann did not come through 

with the funds? 

Lt the very least I could lnve pushed Dr. -~ ieizrro.nn o. li ttlo harde r. 

It is possible that sensing the 11nture of the enterprise and the enterprising 

nature of the Gerronns--o.nd both of those I did sense very keenly-- something within 

r.1e hesitated to sto.rt the stone rolling i:hen there v:a s o. good cha."1ce tho..t we , 

ourselves, VJoulG. be hit first. 



Lll this I can only guess; I c~-u1ot be r eally sure of it. 

!htural ly, when it come s to tho v7orkiiJgs of my mm subconscious, it is not 

possible for me to know all the answers. 

Lctuo.lly, the fission of uranium '.VD.o discovered by Otto Hahn in Gerrrany in 1938. 

Haru1 found that the a tom of uranium breaks into ~~o large fra.gmer.ts when it is 

hit by a. neutron. 

Fortuno.t ely ho did not suspect tha t neutrons are emitted in this process. 

Jnd so tho Germcms b.nd no way of ]mc·,7ing then and there, thnt uraniu.rn could be 

used to set up a chain reaction • 

The neutron emission of uranium in the process of fission was discovered a feTI 

months later by Joliot a~d his group in Paris, and over here, by Enrico Fermi and 

his group, as v1e ll as Dr. Zinn a nd myse lf. 

'rhese three groups tried to keep in close touch with each other, about the vJOrk 

they 'l.rere doing, o.nd for a VThilo we seriously conside red keeping the discovery 

secret from the GernDJ.l.s. 

But somehon our negotiations v1i th eo:.tCh other broke do"i'IIl and in the spring of 

1939, the discovery vvns published. 

From that moment on I v1as haunted by the nightmare that the Gerrrans 'JOuld get 

ahead of us in this y;ork and force us to surrender. 

By all the l aws of log ic they should ~eve done it a~d as far as ability and 

industri2.l lmoVJ-hm:: goes , they could have done it. 

Yet ':·hen the vrar ended, He lea.rne d tha t our Ger!Tl;o"-Tl colleagues someho'\7 had missed 

out on o. fen very simple ideas. 

These ideas would luvo led then to r e cognize a t once toot bombs could be nnde 

with quantities of material trot were easily within their r each to produce . 

\1ny did the y fail? 

I shall try to get a cross to you, if I CZll1, the thought tho.t the one really im

porta.nt stop in a ny advance is t he r ecognition of a n as-yet unformula ted problem. 

This is >There the Germans failed. 

The Germany physicists vre r e l-oyal to the ir country a.nd had their government ap

proo.ched them \:ith a clearly forr:ru.lated prograo to build atomic bombs, they would h3.ve 

gone through the n e cessary steps of log ical reasoning Lmd they -r1ould b.nve come up 

n i th the bomb. 

But the rrochinery of a govern~ent n ovor goos into a ction until t he r e is u clear 

r e cognition of the problem end there is o. r:.1emoro.ndur.1 on someone 1 s desk nhich says thn.t 

such-ond-such ca.n be done . 

'l'ha r e V/3.s no such mer.1o r c..ndum on a.nybody' s desk in the Gerr:nn government. 

\Tny? 

In 1933 nhen Hitler took office, Dk~Y German physicists may hc..ve been 



quito sympathetic to the Nazis even though none of them seem to have been an aut-

rig:lt lhzi. . ... _ 

But by 1939 all of them must have had their doubts. 

There ware a few who admitted such doubts to others; most of them did not 

admit such doubts even to themselves. 

But your doubts affect you whether 10u admit them or not. And if doubts keep 

you from taking· pleasure in certain ideas, those ideas will simply not come to you. 

An idea occurs to you because it is fun to have it and nothing interferes with 

fUn as much a s a troubled conscience. 

If Dn idea does slip into your mind that evokes the displeasure of your con-

science, it is likely to slip out of your mind · ·before long. 

And you a re not likely to go around selling it to others as you must if action 

is to follow thought. 

Did the German physicists miss out on the crucial ideas purely by accident or 

did th~ir doubts prevent them from recognizing the problem of the atomic bomb, 

which was as yet unformulated? 

I b&lieve this was not an accident at all; I believe that if you had lived 

among the Germans at that time and looked and listened sharply, you could have 

heard the Mills of the Gods grinding slowl; and could have seen them grinding 

exceedingly fine. 

The small group of scientists over here ~ho tried to ram tha Atomic Bomb down 

the throe.t of an unwilling American government had no qualms of conscience about 

what they were doing. 

All through 1939 it was a foregone conclusion for us that Germany would go 

to war. 

This was the second big war in my lifetime. 
' 

I was a boy aged 17 living in Hungary when America entered the first world 

war. 

My young American friends have no recollection o.f .. this event, but I remember 

very clearly that the declaration o.f war by the U. s. came upon the heels of the 

sinking of the Lusitania by a German submarine. 

America did not question the right of Germany to blockade England, but she 

held that if the Germans sink a ship they must save the passengers; and no sub-

marine the.t torpedoed a ship was capable of doing that. 

I knew, of cours e , tha t the Lusitania was the occasion rather than the real 

reason for America's intervention in the war; it was the straw tha t broke the 

camel's back. 

I read at that time nothing but German and Hungarian newspapers, and yet, I 

thought that the lusitania was a fitting occasion for this decla ration of war. 

6 -
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\11/he n in 1939 at the outbreak of the World ivar II, President Roosevelt warned 

th~ belligerents against the bombing of cities, he expressed the prevailing sentiment 

of the whole American nation. 

Later, when the Germc..ns attemptad to force the quick aurrender of Holland by 

the bombing of Rotterdam, the horror expressed over this atrocity by all of our news

papers was genuine. 

The Germans argued that the bombardment was justified because it did, in 

fact, l ead to Holland's surrender; it ther eby shortened the war on the Continent, and 

by shortening the war in the end it saved lives , both Dutch and German. 

But that time I knew of no one who found this kind of reasoning acceptable. 

All through the war-up to the end of ~943--we thought tha t we were in a 

neck-and-neck race with the Germans in developing the Bomb. 

We looked upon the Bomb as a tool which in the hands of the Government could 

avert our defeat because it would restrain the Germane from using atomic bombs against 

our cities. 

During this period we scientists we re a t war with the Germans, but we were 

at peace with ourselves. 

The first uneasiness that I noticed among those who worked with me came when 

massed bombing attc-~cks were carried out by the Royal Air Force against German cities 

and burned and suffocated large masses of the population. 

At first we were inclined to regard them as reprisals against similar German 

attacks. But the Japanese had never indulged in this type of warfare against our 

cities and yet the Strategic Air Command began to attack their cities with jellied 

gasoline bombs which burned and suffocated hundreds of thousands of people. 

As long as only Germany indulged in this kind of warfare, we could regard it 

as an anomaly and condemn it as ~ atrocity. 

It was America's own action and that of the British which gave this kind of 

warfare the respectability which it enjoys today. 

We s ensed all this very clearly at the time when it occurred and we were much 

disturbed . 

We wer e aven more disturbed when the war with GerrP.a.ny bad ended and we saw 

that the ivar Department considered the use of Atomic Bombs against the cities of 

Japan. 

The actions of governments, are influenced by considerations of expediency, 

as well as moral consider ations; and on this score we bad no illusions. 

But it s eemed to us wrong for America to set t he precedent of using atomic 

energy for purposes of destruction, and we were unable to see any compalling arguments 



of expediency. 

(Since Germany was defeated, Japan could not possibly win the war, and they 

must have known this--or so we thought.) 

(Once the Japanese knew that they could not wi~ the war, it should be poss

ib~e, we thought, to negotia te a satisfactory peace, short of unconditional surrender.) 

The use of the bomb against the cities of Japan had a very profound effect 

on the scientists, but this effect became visible only very gradually after the war. 

Great power brings with itself the obligation of restraint; and Hiroshima 

and Nagasaki have raised doubts in the minds of scientists that the United States is 

capable of exercising s~ch restraints. 

Because of such doubts, American scientists showed very little inclination 

to devote any further thought to the problems of the bomb. 

Most of them felt aftar the war just as apprehensive of Russia as a potential 

enemy as they had felt before the war about Germany. 

They did not trust Russia any more than they had trusted Germany, but 

apparently they trusted their own government much less than they had trusted it before. 

The net result was that the U.S. would have missed out on the hydrogen bomb 

altogether had it not been for the accident that there wa.s still one man left who

for a vari ety of reasons--still liked to think about the problems of this bomb. 

I call this an accident becaus e wheretbere is only one man left, clearly-

but for the grace of God--there might have been no one l eft. 

In the years after the war, it was well known to many that practically all 

the current ideas on the bomb came from Dr. Edward Teller. 

Even Teller was not working full time at it; nor was he entirely free of 

doubts whether he was doing the right thing, but still time and again he came up with 

an important idea. 

After the Russians exploded their first bomb in the fall of 1949, it seemed 

to me so incongruous that there should be only one first-class mind l eft working on 

the problems of the bomb, that I brought this f a ct to the attention of the White House 

when an occasion arose. 

#hen I talked about this to one of the officials, he seemed to grasp the 

significance of what I told him, and he appeared shocked. 

His response, in turn, shocked me, for what he said was this: 

"For God 1 s sake, keep the name of this man s ecret. If the Russians find out 

who he is, they can blacken his name in such a way that it will not be in the power 

of the President to keep him at work in his job." 
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Not until I had heard this did I fully realize 1Ilto what a mess we had man-

aged to get ourselves here in the United States. 

Recently, as a sequel to Dr. Oppenheimer's loyalty case, Dr. Teller's role 

in connection with the hydrogen bomb became public knowledge. 

Missing the main point the public seemed to be mostly concerned whether there 

was delay in constructing the hydrogen bomb after the President gave the order to go 

ahead. 

A myth is in the making that there was a conspiracy of scientists determined 

to sabotage the presidential order. 

In a book on the Hydrogen Bomb written by Sheppley and Blair, which stirred 

up a considerable amount of dust, there is much talk about such a. conspiracy. 

They end up by sayi~I quote, 

"The leaders of the anti-H-Bomb lobby were the opinion leaders of U.s. 

science--Einstein, Rabi, B~cher, Conant, Szilard, and others. The effect of their 

arguments on the younger scientists was massive; they stayed away from Los Alamos in 

droves." 

It is quite true that few of the scientists rushed to Los Alamos even after 

President Truman ordered the hydrogen bomb to be developed. 

This is a fact and it might require an explanation. 

The explanation that Sheppley and Blair give has the virtue of being simple, 

but it lacks the virtue of being correct. 

Shortly after the President's decision on the hydrogen bomb was made public, 

a group of physicists assembled at a meeting of the Physical Society in New York, 

issued a ~tatament. I quote: 

"A few days ago, President Truman decided that this country should go ahead 

with the construction of a Hydrogen Bomb. 

H\7e believe that no nation has the right to use such a bomb, no matter 

how righteous its cause. This bomb is no longer a weapon of war but a 

means of extermination of whole populations. Its use would be a betrayal 

of all standa rds of morality and of Christian civilization itself ••• 

" 'ife urge that the United States, through its elected government, make 

a solemn declaration that we shall never use this bomb first. The 

circumstance which might force us to use it would be if we or our 

allies were attacked by THIS bomb. There cnn be only one justification 

for our development of the hydrogen bomb, and that is to prevent its use." 

It so happens that neither Einstein, Rabi, Bacher, Cona-~t, nor even I, had 

signed this statement, but the distinguished group which signed it was quite represent-
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~tive of physicists all over the na tion. 

The University of Chicago, HP.rvard, Cornell, The University of California, 

the California Institute of Technology, Columbia University, M.I.T., the Carnegie 

Institution of Washington, and Princeton University were all represented. 

But impressive though the names are, you can be sure that no scientist 

stayed away from Los Alamos as the result of reading this statement. 

No scientists worth his salt, no matter how young, will be guided by author

ity either in a scientific matter or in a matter of conscience. 

Independence of judgement and inclination to follow arguments rather than to 

follow authority is deeply ingrained in the nature of the scientist. 

The statement which this group issued did not slow down the development of 

the hydrogen bomb but the doubts to which it gives expression most certainly did so. 

The effect of these doubts was most marked in the interval between 1945-1950, 

when the problem was still largely unrecognized and unformulated. 

Their effect was much smaller after that period, for such doubts never 

affected the recruitment of the scientists who were needed to fit the bricks into the 

wall. 

To those of you who are concerned about our n,_tional s.ecuri ty in the con

ventional sense of the word, I can give this reassurance. 

With the men at hand now working on the bomb, there can be no further mishap. 

The bombs are now as large as anyone could wish them to be and if smaller 

and smaller bombs are needed for tactical use, they will be forthcoming also. 

That there is an estrangement between the government and the scientists 

which affects tha best of our creative minds cannot be doubted. 

But those of my colleagues who raise their voices to warn that this estrange

ment threatens the security of the : u~s. are a little disingenious. 

For the truth of the matter is that we have reached the point on the road 

where the salvation of the United States cannot come from any further advances in tbe 

science of warfare. 

At the point where we stand tod~ the salvation of the United States can come 

only from political sagacity. 

1'Ybether tha t will be forthcoming or not, I regret not to be in a position 

to predict. 
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THE SENSITIVE MINORITY AMONG MEN OF SCIENCE 

by Leo Szilard 

I shall talk to you tonight, not so much about science, as 

about the Men of Science. 

Every year, thousands of young men enter the field of science these 

days; and this is important. 

But tonight, I am not going to talk about the many; I am going to 

talk about the few j 
I -- There is a minority among men 'who are the "salt of the earth", and 

I 
there is such a minority among scientists also. 

It is this minority about which I shall speak. 

A reporter / who seems to have been a student of human nature, ~c~ 

walked past some construction work yi~o the story goes~and he asked one 

of the workmen what he was doing. 

11 I am earning 2. 50 an hour, 11 the man replied. 

He turned to a second workman w·ith the same question, and the man 

replied: 

11 I am fitting bricks into this wall. 11 

Then he turned to a third one and the man replied, 11 I am building 

a cathedral." 
_acz· 

This third workman belongs to the minority of which I am speaking; ;~~~ 

a minority which has a far greater sensitivity than the rest of their 

fellow men. ( 

It Qeems to be a fact that most of the creative minds among scien-
~ 

tists belong to this~nority. 

And because in sceince creative minds rise to prominence, the 

whole community of scientists takes on the coloring of this ::;ensit:i~e 
-----------.:--
minority. 

Obviously, their importance is quite out of proportion to their 

numbers. 

The title of my talk tonight is, "The Sensitive Minority Among 

the Men of Science." 

And the sub-title is, "why did the Germans miss out on the Atomic 

Bomb?" 
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This is the first sub-title. The second sub-title is, "why did 

America come so close to missing out on the hydrogen bomb?" 

At different times, different physicists have been given the 

dubious honor of being called the "father of the atomic bomb. 11 

But in truth, the father of the abomic bomb was no physicist--he 

was a dreamer and a writer. 

In 1913--one year before the First World War--H.G. Wells wrote 

a book called "The World Set Free". 

In this book he described the discovery of artificial radioactivity 

and put it into the year of 1933--the very year in which it was, in fact, 

discovered. 

In the book, this is followed by the development of atomic energy 

for peacetime uses and also atomic bombs. 

The World War in which the cities of most nations are destroyed 

by these bombs, H. G. Wells put into the year of 1956--(the year in 

which, according to my own best estimate, the danger of such a war will 

reach its peak.) 

(There is a vivid passage in the book in which an American, an 
i 

English, and a French General discuss grand strategy in front of a 
' 

large map in Allied Headquarters in Paris, when the first bomb falls, 

and the map, the generals, the headquarters, and Paris itself, are 

reduced to ashes--radioactive ashes--within a split second. 

After the devastation of a large part of the world--and mind you--

not before--an attempt is made to set up a world government which very 

nearly fails, but in the end, somehow manages to succeed. 

Occasionally, it happens that a physicist reads a book. 

It so happened that I read this book in 1932, but it did not 

make much of an impression on me at the time when I read it, or so I 

thought. 

In the Fall of 1933 I found myself in London and I spent much of 

my time reading the newspapers, as an inexpensive way of learning 

English. 

One ~rni~ ~d ~out ~a!ial m~tin;&f ~B ciati~ ~A S8J-8fl sts t ich L d R herr.?.~ sp e. ~~ as Yi that e wn talks abo li erat 

itish~so-

g 
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One morning I read about the annual meeting of the British Asso

ciation of Scientists at which Lord Rutherford spoke. 
,.-: 

He was quoted as sayin~ha~ he who talks about liberating 
<= 

atomic energy on a large scale is talking moonshine. 

~Rutherford was an expert in nuclear physics. 

And as you know, an expert is a man who knows what cannot be done. 

But I have a deeply ingrained distrust of experts, and so L~ 

Rutherford left me wondering whether me might not be wrong. 

That afternoon as I was about to cross Southampton Row, waiting 

for the light to turn from red to green, a thought came to me. 

What if there is one among the 92 chemical elements that will emit 

two neutrons if it is hit by a neutron? 

If we piled up a sufficient quantity of such an element, we could 

then maintain a chain reaction in which we would liberate atomic energy 

on a large scale. 

My field was not nuclear physics at that time but I was so fas-

cinated by this possibility that I became a nuclear physicist. 

I first thought that the element beryllium might be able to sus

tain such a chain reaction 1but this possibility faded out within the 

year. 

Then I suspected the element indium which also failed. 

By 1935 I decided that instead of following up hunches about 

this element or that one, it would be more intelligent to be stupid - . ..- -and simply to test one chemical element after another. 

Afte~ all, there were only 92 chemical elements to test and they 

could be tested pretty fast. 

An electronic instrument was needed for these experiments and 

I had no funds from which to buy it. 

So I went to see Dr . . Weizmann. 

I went to him because he was a chemist and also a Zionist. 
l.~d. ~6 a..s a~ 
I thougfit, he would see my point and alsor ue would be able to 

raise the funds. 

I told Dr. Weizmann that I needed L.2000, which at that time 

was worth about $10,000. 

This much was needed to buy the equipment and to hire a graduate 
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student to carry out the test on 92 chemical elements. 

~~ With this test done, we Wo.u know where we stand, ~ 

Weizmann. 

Weizmann was most gracious about it all and said he would see 

what he ~o. 
A few weeks later I heard from my friend Michael Polanyi, who was 

in charge of the Chemistry Department at Manchester, that Weizmann 

discussed the matter with him and that they came to the conclusion that 
the project ought to be supported. 

After that, I heard nothing further and I did not see Weizmann 

agaif until I bumped into him by chance in 1946/ in the lobby of the 
Wardman-Park Hotel in Washington, D.C. 
~ py., 1u !.(, ~ 

~ seemed to be very pleased to see me. 

"Do you remember when you last called on me in London?" he asked. 

I told him I did. 

"Do you remember what you asked me to do for you?" he asked. 

"Perhaps you will not believe me now, 11 he said, "but I did try 

to get those L.2,000 for you and found that I could not. 11 

There was a short silence and then Weizmann said ; "What a great 

thing it would have been for Palestine if we had gone through with your 

project." 
~ I have often asked myself what indeed would have happened if we 

had gone through with the project in 1935. 

(of 
Within a couple of months we should have discovered the fission 

uranium -and the neutron emission which accompanies it. 

Of this much I am sure. 

We would then have tried to keep this discovery~cret and in this, 
( in all probability we would have failed. 

Within a matter of months the fission of uranium would have become 

public knowledge. 

Then, more likely than not, atomic energy and~ atomic born~ 

would have been developed in Germany first, and Germany would have had 

atomic bombs by 1940, at the very latest. 
> 

I am pretty certain that in 1935 it would have been impossible 
to get any large-scale experiments under way, either in England or in 
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America. 

Conceivably, such experiEents could have been set up in England 

after the Munich agreement in 1938, but then it would have been too 

late. 

Germany, in possession of atomic bombs in 1940 could have taken 

over the world, and I haven't very much doubt that she would have 

taken over the world. 

If this is a correct appraisal, then it would seem that the world--

our worl~~-had a narrow escape indeed. 
t")J, ~ ~?)~~ ~~~~ 
It seems to me it would be~ai~r1'itting for the British Govern-

ment t~~re~t~ight next to the Tomb of the Unknown Soldiej~a monument 

to the Unknown Benefactor who refused Dr. Weizmann's request for L.2000, 

and thereby saved Great Britain from German conquest. 

There still remains a question in my own mind unanswered. 

Why did I not appeal to somebody else when Dr. Weizmann did not 

come through with the funds? 

At the very least I co~ld have pushed Dr. Weizmann a little harder. 

It is possible that sensing the nature of the enterprise and the 

enterprising nature of the Germans--and both of these I did sense very 

keenly--something within me hesitated to start the stone rolling when 
.:~.~ 

there ~rHea t 9 be a good chance that we, ourselves, w·ould be hit first. 
-·,.:::-~.-

All this I can only guess; I cannot be really sure of it. 
hv-

N:a lw aJ Ly, when it comes to the workings of my own subconscious, 

it is not possible for me to know all the answers. 

Actually, the fission of uranium was discovered by Otto Hahn in 

Germany in 1938. 

Hahn found that the atom of uranium breaks into two large frag-

ments when it is hit by a neutron. 

Fortunately he did not suspect that neutrons are emitted in this 

process. 

And so the Germans had no way of knowing ~en and there, that 

uranium could be used to set up a chain reaction. 

The neutron emission of uranium in the process of fission was 

discovered a few months later by Joliot and his group in Paris, and 
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over here~ by Enrico Fermi and his group~ as well as Dr. Zinn and 

myself. 
0-'1AA-~ These three groups tried to keep in close touch with ~~her~ 

about the work they w·ere doing~ and for a while we seriously considered 

keeping the discovery secret from the Germans. 

But somehow our negotiations with each other broke down and in 

the spring of 1939~ the discovery was published. 

From that moment on I was haunted by the nightmare that the 

Germans would get ahead of us in this work and force us to surrender. 

By all the laws of logic they should have done i~~nd as far 

as ability and industrial know-how goes~ they could have done it . .___ ___ _., 

Yet when the war ended, we learned that our German colleagues 

somehow had missed out on a few very simple ideas. 

These ideas would have led them to recognize at once that bombs 

could be made with quantities of materia~ that were easily within 

their reach to produce. 

Why did they fail? 

I shall try to get across to you~ if I can, the thought that 

the one really important step in any advance is the recognition of -
an as-yet unformulated problem. 

This is where the Germans failed. 

The Germany physicists were loyal to their country and had their 

government approached them with a clearly formulated program to build 

atomic bombs, they would have gone through the necessary steps of 

logical ~easoning and they would have come up with the bomb. 

But the machinery of a government never goes into action until 

there is a clear recognition of the problem and there is a memorandum 

on someone's desk which says that such-akaxzxekz and-such can be done. 

There was no such memorandum on anybody's desk in the German 

government. 

Why? 

In 1933 when Hitler took office, many German physicists may have 

been quite sympathetic to the Nazis even though none of them seem ~ 

to have been an outright Nazi. 

) 
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But by 1939 all of them must have had their doubts. 

There were a few who admitted such doubts to others; most of 

them did not admit such doubts even to themselves. 

But your doubts affect you whether you admit them or not. And 

if doubts keep you from taking pleasure in certain ideas, those ideas 

will simply not come to you. 

An idea occurs to you because it is fun to have it and nothing 

interferes with fun as much as a troubled conscience. 

If an idea does slip into your mind that evokes the displeasure 

of your conscience~ it is likely to slip out of yourmnd before long. 
ro.-~r~ 

And you aTe net lileely to go around selling it to others as you 

must if action is to follow thought. 

Did the German physicists miss out on the crucial ideas purely 

by accident or did their doubts prevent them from recognizing the 

problem of the atomic bomb, which was as yet unformulated? 

I believe this was not an accident at all; I believe that if you 

had lived among the Germans at that time and looked and listened 

sharply, you could have heard the Mills of the Gods grinding slowly 

and could have seen them grinding exceeding fine. 

The small group of scientists over here who tried to ram the 

Atomic Bomb down the throat of an unwilling American government had 

no qualms of conscience about what they were doing. 

All through 1939 it was a foregone conclusion for us that Germany 

would go to war. 

This was the second big war in~ lifetime. 

I was a boy aged 17 living in Hungary when America entered the 

first world war. 

My young American friends have no recollection of this event, 

but I remember very clearly that the declaration of war by the U.S. 
. £ 

came upon the heels of the sinking of the Lusitani7by a German submarine. 

America did not question the right of Germany to blockade England, 

but she hel;fthat if the Germans sink a ship they must save the passengers; 

and no submarine that torpedoed a ship was capable of doing that. 
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I knew~ of course~ that the Lusitania was the occasion rather 

than the real reason for America's intervention in the war; it was 

the straw that broke the camel's back. 

I read at that time nothing but 9ei M~ <~ Hungarian newspapers~ 

and yet~ I thought that the Lusitania was a fitting ocassion for 

this declaration of war. 

When in 1939 at the outbreak of ~ World War II~ President 

Roosevelt warned the belligerents against the bombing of cities~ ~ 

~~~ he expressed the prevailing sentiment of the whole ·Ameriean 

Vat ion. 

Later~ when the Germans attempted to force the ~~iek surrender 

of Holland by ~Qij bombing ~ Rotterdam~ the horror expressed over this 

atrocity by all of our newspapers was genuine. 

Germans argued that the bombardment was because 

it lead to Holland's surrender; i shortened 

war on the in the end it saved 

lives~ both Dutch and 

~at time I knew of no one 

acceptable. 

All through the war--up to the end of 1943--we thought that we 

were in a neck-and-neck race with the Germans in developing the Bomb. 

We looked upon the Bomb as a tool which in the hands of the 

Government could avert our defeat because it would restrain the Germans 

from using atomic bombs against onr Gi~~ . 
~ 

During this period ·~ scientists 'il'lP I lm(!;lrA were at war with 
~--~ ~~~~ the Germans~ but t~ were at peace with theawelves. 

The first uneasiness that I noticed among those who worked with 

me cam~when massed bombing attacks were carried out by the Royal Air 

Force against German cities and burned and suffocated large masses 

of the population. 

At first we were inclined to regard them as reprisals against 

similar German attacks yi But the Japanese had never indulged in this type 

of warfare E£gr:cifts~ ~es and yet the Strategic Air Command began 

to attack their cities with jellied gasoline bombs which burned and 

suffocated hundreds of thousands of people. 
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As long as only Germany indulged in this kind of warfare, we 

could regard it as an anomaly and condemn it as an atrocity. 

It was America's own action and that of the British which gave 

this kind of warfare the respectability which it enjoys today. - ---1 <-V'4 
We sensed all this q~i~ clearly at the time when it occurred 

and we were~disturbed. 

We were even more disturbed when the war with Germany had ended -
and we saw that ehe War Department considered the use of AtomicBombs 

against the cities of Japan. 

The actions of tx~xzx~Raxs governments, 

are influenced by considerations of expediency, as well as moral 
~ considerations; and on this score we~ no illusions. 

But it seemed to us wrong for America to set the precedent of 

using 4tomic ihergy for purposes of destruc~ion, and we were unable 

to see any compelling arguments of expediency. 

~k2xaxex0£zx0Rzk0m0xaga±Bxtxtkexe±t±exz~fxax~xnxzx~xaxzKE~Z~E~s 

fEan~xe£fKexzmnxtkexs~tKat1xtxzz 

ince Germany was defeated, not possibly win 

the war, ~ t have known this--or s~ we thought. 
" 

(Once the Japanese w_ not win the war, 

it should be possible, / we thought, to nego aatisfactory peace, 

short of unconditional surrendeyt{ 

The use of the bomb against the cities of Japan had a very profound 

effect on the scientists, but this effect became visible only very 

gradually a~ter the war. ~ 

Great power brings with itself the obligation of restraint;~ 
~ee•s t~a~ Hiroshima and Nagasaki have raised doubts in the minds of {~ 
~ scientists that the United States is capable of exercising 

such restraints. · 

-~ ..::£. ~~~sts showed very little inclination 

to devote any further thought to the problems of the bomb.~ 

Most of them felt after the war just~~apprehensive ~Russia 

; as a potential enemy~s they had felt fb efore the war( about Germany. 

They did not trust Russia anY- more than they had trusted Germany, 

L 
5 

.- ~ 

but apparently they trusted their own governmen·t~an they had trusted 
it before. 
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The net result was that the U.S. would have missed out on the 

~ydrogen jPmb altogether had it not been for the accident ~ti there 
was ~ ~- man left who--for a variety of reasons--still liked to 

think about the problems of this bomb. 

I call this an accident because where ~ only one man left, 

clearlj --but for the grace of God--there might have been no one left. 
-4tli7@h : :e 

/d) In the years after the war, it was well known to maRY that practi-

cally all the current ideas on the bomb came from Dr. Edward Teller. 

Even Teller was not working full time at itj nor was he entirely 

free of doubts whether he was doing the right thing, but still ~ime 
and again he came up with an important idea. 

( 

After the Russians exploded their first bomb in the fall of 1949, 
it seemed to me so incongruous that there should be only one first

~vlmind left/ working on the problems of the bomb, that I brought 

this fact to the attention of the White Hous~hen an occasion arose. 

When I talked about this to one of the ~fficials, he seemed to 

grasp the significance of what I told him, and he appeared shocked. 

His response, in turn, shocked me , fbr what he said was this: 
11 For God's sake, keep the name of this man secret. If the Russians 

find out who he is, they can blacken his name in such a way that it 

will not be in the power of the President to keep him at work ax in 

his job." 

Not until I had heard this did I fully realize into what a mess 

we had managed to get ourselves here in the United States. 

Recently, as a sequel to Dr. Oppenheimer's loyalty case, Dr. Teller's 
~~J~~./ 

role in eo~the ~drogen~omb became public knowledge . 

Missing the main point the public seemed to be mostly concerned 

whether there was delay in constructing the ~drogen ~mb after the 

President gave the order to go ahead. 

A myth is in the making that there was a conspiracy of scientists 

determined to sabotage the presidential order. 

In a book on the ~rogen Bomb wr 
~t-
~ stirred up a consi rable 

~ such a conspiracy. · 

Sheppley and Blair, 

talk "f 
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They end up by saying--I quote, ~ ~ 
11 The leaders of the anti-H-Bomb lobby wzl the opinion leaders 

of U.S. science--Einstein, Rabi, Bacher, C ant, Szilard, and others. 

The effect of their arguments on the yo 

they stayed away from Los Alamos in droves. 11 

scientists was massive; 

' 
->~--~- I It is quite true that few of the scientists rushed to Los Alamos 

1/ ~~~ 
even after President Truman or ered the ~ydrogen~omb to be ~P~Q. ( 

This is a fact and it m'ght require an explanation. 
/ t4-The explanation that/ heppley and Blair give has ..a:- virtue of j 

being simple, but it la~s the virtue of being correct. ~~ 

Shortly after the President's decision on the Mydrogen JGomb ~ 
made p~bli~ , a group of physicists assembled at a ~eeting of the 

/~ ~-t--zee4 
Physical Society in New York, issued a statement. uo e: 

11 A few days ago, President Truman decided that this country 

should go ahead with the construction of a Hydrogen Bomb. 

11 We believe that no nation has the right to use such a bomb, 

no matter how righteous its cause. This bomb is no longer a 

weapon of war but a means of extermination of whole populations. 

Its use would be a betrayal of all standards of morality and of 

Christian civilization itself ... 

11 We urge that the United States, through its elected government, 

make a solemn declaration that we shall never use this bomb first. 

The circumstance which might force us to use it )would be if we 

or our allies were attacked by THIS bomb. There can be only 

one ~ustification for our development of the ~ydrogen_Bomb, and -
that is to prevent its use." 

! 
It so that neither nstein, Rabi, Bache , Conant, nor 

even I, statement ,t!> which 

repre.sentative of ists all over ation. 

of Chicago, Harvard, Cornell, The University of 

California, the California Institute of Technology, Columbia University, 

M.I.T., the Carnegie Institution of Washington, and Princeton University 

were all ~ represented. 
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But impressive though the names are, you can be sure that no 

scientist stayed away from Los Alamos as the result of reading this 

statement. 

No scientist/ , worth his salt, no matter how young, will be guided 

by authority either in a scientific matter or in a matter of conscience. 

Independence of judgment and inclination to follow arguments 

rather than to follow authority is deeply ingrained in -tl:ie aaLuxe of a~ 

~ scientist. 

The statement which this group issued did not slow down the 

development of the hydrogen bomb! but the doubts to which it gives 

expression ylmost 

certainly did so. 

The effect of these doubts was most marked in the interval between 

1945-1950, when the problem was still largely unrecognized and 

unformulated. 

never affected the recruitment of the scientists who were needed to 

fit the bricks into the wall. 
~ 

To those of you who are concerned about our national security 
~~ 

in the conventional sense of the we=a, I can give this reassurance. 

With the men at hand now· working on the bomb, there can be no 

further mishap. ~?Pit'~~,<::;.~ 

The bombs are now as large as ~ ~ be, and if smaller and 

smaller bombs are needed for tactical use, they will be forthcoming 

also. 

scientists which affects the best of our creative minds cannot be 

But those of my colleagues who raise their voices to warn that 

this estrangement threatens the security of the U.S. are a little 

disingenious. 

For the truth of the matter is that we have reached the point 

on the road where the salvation of the United States cannot come 
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from any further advances in the science of warfare. 

At the point where we stand today the salvation of the United 

States can come only from political sagacity/~ ~~Y~ ~ ~ 
(Whether the scientis~ute to this, I canno te 

with assurance. 

I 

can be in all likelihood 

y wil~h e no opportunity ( ~ '-/:,r ~ ~ c~ f-;J;/ 
Whether t(Wlll be forthcoming or not, I regret not to be in 

) 

a position to predict. 
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December 7, 1954 ,•, 

THE SENSITIVE MINORITY AMONG MEN OF SCIENCE 

by Leo Szilard 

I shall talk to you tonight, not so much about science , as 

about the Men of Science . 

Every year, thousands of young men enter the field of science these 

days; and this is important. 

But tonight, I am not going to talk about the many; I am going to 

talk about the few. 

There is a minority among men who are the "salt of the earth", and 

there is such a minority among scientists also. 

_!/;)_ It is this minority about which I shall speak. 

~ A reporter, who seems to have been a student of human nature , ~~ 

walked past some construction work, so the story goes, and he asked one 

of the workmen what he was doing. 

"I am earning.42.50 an hour," the man replied. 

He turned to a second workman with the same question, and the man 

replied: 

11 I am fitting bricks into this wall." 

Then he turned to a third one and the man replied, "I am building 

/j)~athedral." 

//--- - This third workman belongs to the minority of which I am speaking, 

a minority which has a far greater sensitivity than the rest of their 

fellow men. 

It seems to be a fact that most of the creative minds among scien-
- c...~~l-'h.Pe 

tists belong to thi~minority. 

And because in sc~nce creative minds rise to prominence, the 

whole community of scientists takes on the coloring of this sen~iti¥e 

minority. 

Obviously, their importance is quite out of proportion to their 

·~ n~ers. 

· ~· The title of my talk tonight is, "The Sensitive Minority Among 

the Men of Science." 

And the sub-title is, "why did the Germans miss out on the Atomic 

Bomb?" 
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This is the first sub-title. The second sub-title is, "why did 

America come so close to missing out on the hydrogen bomb?'' 

~ At different times , different physicists have been given the 

dubious honor of being called the "father of the atomic bomb." 

But in truth, the father of the abomic bomb was no physicist--he 

was a dreamer and a writer. 

In 1913--one year before the First World War--H.G. Wells wrote 

a book called "The World Set Free". 

In this book he described the discovery of artificial radi oactivity 

and put it into the year of 1933--the very year in which it was, in fact, 

discovered. 

In the book, this is followed by the development of atomic energy 

for peacetime uses and also atomic bombs. 

The World War in which the cities of most nations are destroyed 

by these bombs, H. G. Wells put into the year of 1956--(the year in 

which, according to my own best estimate, the danger of such a war will 

reach its peak.) 

(There is a vivid passage in the book in which an American, an 

English, and a French General discuss grand strategy in front of a 

large map in Allied Headquarters in Paris, when the first bomb falls, 

and the map, the generals, the headquarters, and Paris itself, are 

reduced to ashes--radioactive ashes--within a split second. 

After the devastation of a large part of the world--and mind you-

not before--an attempt is made to set up a world government which very 

2[) ___ n_ea_rly fails, but in the end, somehow manages to succeed. 

1;-- Occasionally, it happens that a physicist reads a book. 

It so happened that I read this book in 1932, but it did not 

make much of an impression on me at the time when I read it, or so I 

thought. 

In the Fall of 1933 I found myself in London and I spent much of 

my time reading the newspapers, as an inexpensive way of learning 

English. 
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One morning I read about the annual meeting of the British Asso

ciation of Scientists at which Lord Rutherford spoke. 

He was quoted as saying that he who talks about liberating 

atomic energy on a large scale is talking moonshine. 

~ Rutherford was an expert in nuclear physics. 

And as you know, an expert is a man who knows what cannot be done. 

But I have a deeply ingrained distrust of experts, and so ~ 

Rutherford left me wondering whether me might not be wrong. 

~ That afternoon as I was about to cross Southampton Row, waiting 

for the light to turn from red to green, a thought came to me. 

What if there is one among the 92 chemical elements that will emit 

two neutrons if it is hit by a neutron? 

If we piled up a sufficient quantity of such an element, we could 

then maintain a chain reaction in which we would liberate atomic energy 

on a large scale. 

~ My field was not nuclear physics at that time but I was so fas

cinated by this possibility that I became a nuclear physicist. 

I first thought that the element beryllium might be able to sus

tain such a chain reaction but this possibility faded out within the 

year. 

Then I suspected the element indium, which also failed. 

By 1935 I decided that instead of following up hunches about 

this element or that one, it would be more intelligent to be stupid 

and simply to test one chemical element after another. 

After all, there were only 92 chemical elements to test and they 

could be -tested pretty fast. 

An electronic instrument was needed for these experiments and 

I had no funds from which to buy it. 

So I went to see Dr. Weizmann. 

I went to him because he was a chemist and also a Zionist. 

I thought he would see my point and also he would be able to 

raise the funds. 

I told Dr. Weizmann that I needed L.2000, which at that time 

was worth about $10,000. 

This much was needed to buy the equipment and to hire a graduate 
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student to carry out the test on 92 chemical elements. 

With this test done, we would know where we stand, I told Dr. 

Weizmann. 

Weizmann was most gracious about it all and said he would see 

what he~. 
A few weeks later I heard from my friend Michael Polanyi, who was 

in charge of the Chemistry Department at Manchester, that Weizmann 

discussed the matter with him and that t hey came to the conclusion that 

the project ought to be supported. 

After that, I heard nothing further and I did not see Weizmann 

again unt il I bumped into him by chance in 1946 in the lobby of the 

jf} Wardman-Park Hotel in Washington, D.C. 

~ He seemed to be very pleased to see me. 

"Do you remember \'Jhen you last called on me in London?" he asked. 

I told him I did. 

"Do you remember what you asked me to do for you?" he asked. 

"Perhaps you will not believe me now," he said, "but I did try 

to get those L.2,000 for you and found that I could not." 

There was a short silence and then Weizmann said, "What a great 

thing it would have been for Palestine if we had gone through with your 

/}) ~ect." 

IP I have often asked myself what indeed would have happened if lo'le 

had gone thJ:•ough with the projec.t in 1935. 

Within a couple of months we should have discovered the fission 

of uranium~nd the neutron emission which accompanies it. 

Of thi s much I am sure. 

We would then have tried to keep this discovery secret and in this, 

in all probability we would have failed. 

Within a matter of months the fission of uranium would have become 

public knowledge. 

Then, more likely than not, atomic energy and the atomic bomb 

would have been developed in Germany first , and Germany would have had 

atomic bombs by 1940, at the very latest . 

I am pretty certain that in 1935 it would have been impossible 

to get any large-scale experiments under way, either in England or in 
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America. 

Conceivably, such experi8ents could have been set up in England 

after the Munich agreement i n 1938, but then it would have been too 

l late. 

~ Germany, in possession of atomic bombs in 1940 could have taken 

over the world, and I haven't very much doubt that she would have 

, taken over the world. 

~If this is a correct appraisal, then it would seem that the world--

our world--had a narrow escape indeed. 

It seems to me it would be~ting for the British Govern

ment to erect right next to the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier a monument 

to the Unknown Benefactor who refused Dr . Weizmann's request for L.2000, 

~ and thereby saved Great Britain from German conquest. 

;;-- There still remains a question in my own mind unanswered. 

Why did I not appeal to somebody else when Dr. Weizmann did not 

come through with the funds? 

At the very least I coald have pushed Dr . Weizmann a little harder. 

It is possible that sensing the nature of the enterprise and the 

enterprising nature of the Germans--and both of these I did sense very 

keenly--something within me hesitated to start the stone rolling when 

~there ~eemed to ee a good chance that we, ourselves , would be hit first. 

~ All this I can only guess ; I cannot be really sure of i t. 

Naturally, when it comes to the workings of my own subconscious, 

ftL_it __ i _s not possible for me to know. all the answers . 

fr Actually , the fission of uranium was discovered by Otto Hahn in 

Germany in 1938. 

Hahn found that the atom of uranium breaks into two large frag-

ments when it is hit by a neutron . 

Fortunately he did not suspect that neutrons are emitted in this 

process. 

And so the Germans had no way of knowing then and there, that 

~ uranium could be used to set up a chai n reaction . 

/~ The neutron emiss i on of uranium in the process of fission was 

discovered a few months later by Jol i ot and his group in Paris, and 
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over here, by Enrico Fermi and his group, as well as Dr. Zinn and 

myself. 

These three groups tried to keep in close touch with each other, 

about the l'Jork they were doing , and for a while we seriously considered 

keeping the discovery secret from the Germans. 

But somehow our negotiations with each other broke down and in 

the spring of 1939, the discovery was published. r ~om that moment on I was hat:nted by the nightmare that the 

Germans would get ahead of us in this work and force us to surrender. 

By all the laws of logic they should have done it and as far 

as abil i ty and industrial know-hm'l goes, they could have done it. 

Yet when the war ended, we learned that our German colleagues 

somehow had missed out on a few very simple ideas. 

These ideas would have led them to recognize at once that bombs 

could be made with quantities of material that were easily within 

their reach to produce. 

7\ Why did they fail? 

~~------I~shall try to get across to you, if I can, the thought that 

the one really important step in any advance is the recognition of 

an as-yet unformulated problem. 

/)) ____ T_his is where the Germans failed. 

r The Germany physicists ro1ere loyal to their country and had their 

government approached them with a clearly formulated program to build 

atomic bombs, they would have gone through the necessary steps of 

logical-reasoning and they would have come up 1111 th the bomb. 

But the machinery of a government never goes into action until 

there is a clear recognition of the problem and there is a memorandum 

on someone's desk which says that nuch-akdK3H2hZ and-such can be done. 

There was no such memorandum on anybody's desk in the German 

goverrunent . 

. ~~7T-----~y:933 when Hitler took orrice, many German physicists may have 

been quite sympathetic to the Nazis even though none of them seem 

to have been an outright Nazi. 
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But by 1939 all of them must have had their doubts. 

There were a few t'lho admitted such doubts to others; most of 

them did not admit such doubts even to themselves. 

But your doubts affect you whether you admit them or not. And 

if doubts keep you from taking pleasure in certain ideas ~ those ideas 

will simply not come to you. 

An idea occurs to you because it is fun to have it and nothing 

interferes with fun as much a s a t r oubled conscience. 

If an idea does slip into your mind that evokes the displeasure 

of your conscience, it is likely to s lip out of your ~nd before long. 

And you are not likely to go around s elling it to others as you 

must if action is to follow thought. 

~ - Did the German physicists miss out on the crucial ideas purely 

by accident or did their doubts prevent them from r ecognizing the 

problem of the atomic bomb, which ~Jas as yet unformulated? 

I believe this was not an accident at all; I believe that if you 

had lived among the Germans at that time and looked and listened 

sharply ~ you could have heard the Mills of the Gods grinding slowly 

- and could have seen them grinding exceedi ng fine. 

·#- The small group of scientists over here who tried to ram the 

Atomic Bomb down the throat of an unTtlilling American government had 

no qualms of conscience about ~1hat they were doing. 

All through 1939 it \'Ias a foregone conclusion for us that Germany 

would go to war. 

This was the second big war in my lifetime. 

I was a boy aged 17 living in Hungary when America entered the 

first world war. 

My young American friends have no r·ecollection of this event~ 

but I remember very clearly that the declaration of war by the U. S. 

came upon the heels of the sinking of the Lusitania by a German submarine. 

America did not question the right of Germany to blocKade England, 

but she held that if the Germans sink a ship they· must save the passengers; 

and no submarine that torpedoed a ship was capable of doing that . 
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I knew, of course 3 that the Lusitania was the occasion rather 
than the real reason for America's intervention in the war; it was 

the straw that broke the camel's back. 

I read at that time nothing but German and Hungarian newspapers, 

and yet, I thought that the Lusitania \'Jas a fitting ocassion for 

this declaration of war. 

-17> - When in 1939 at the outbreak of the World afar II, President 

Roosevelt warned the belligerents against the bombing of cities, ~ 

·~t tJ,.•t he expressed the prevailing sentiment of the whole American 
nation. 

Later, when the Germans attempted to force the quick surrender 
of Holland by the bombing of Rotterdam, the horror expressed over this 
atrocity by all of our newspapers was genuine. 

The G-ermans argued that the bombardment was justified because 
it did, in fact, lead to Holland's surrender; it thereby shortened the 
war on the Cont inent, and by shortening the war in the end it saved 
lives, both Dutch and German. 

~hat time I knew of no one who found this kind of reasoning 

~acceptable. 

· All through the "t-'lar--up t o t 1e end of 1943--we thought that t.ze 

were in a neck-and-neck race with the Germans in developing the Bomb. 

We looked upon the Bomb as a tool which in the hands of the 

Goverrunent could avert our defeat because it would restrain the Germans 
from using atomle bombs against our cities. 

w-<t 

~ 

Duri~ this period ~ scientists %hom 1 ltne:JI were at war with 
~ f the Germans, but ~ were at peace with -lv .... 

7 The first uneasiness that I noticed among those who worked with 
me came when massed bombing attacks were carried out by the Royal Air 
Force against German cities and burned and surfocated large masses 
of the population. 

At first we were inclined to regard them as reprisals against 
similar German attacks. But the Japanese had never indulged in this type 
of warfare a ainst our cities and yet the Strategic Air Command began 

to att ck t heir c1ti~s ith jellied gasoline bombs which burned and 

suffocated hundreds of thousands of people. 
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As long as only Germany indulged in this kind of warfare, we 

could regard it as an anomaly and condemn it as an atrocity. 

It was America's own action and that of the British which gave 

this kind of warfa~e the respectability which it enjoys today. 

~'le sensed all thls ~ clearly at the time when it occurred 

and we sa1·1 Jchat ehe \'iar Department considered the use of Atom1eBombs 

against the cities of Japan. 

The actions of z~~~ais governments, 

are influence_d by consider ations of etency, as well as moral 

considerations; and on this score we ~ve no illusions . 

But it seemed to us wrong for America to set the precedent of 

using atomic energy for purposes of destruciion, and we were unable 

to see any compelling arguments of expediency. 

t:uxaxexz:fz.t!Mtzhzmbxaga:taxtxtaexexz.:texzmfxax}!lx!l.Xud.xax-s!lZ;JZ~s 

fmaRdxe~!~zxzEBXtksxz~t2EX~xtxzz 

X.~ (Since Germany was defeated, Japan could not possibly ''Jin 

the war , and they must have known this--or so we thought. 

{Once the Japanese b1ew that they could not win the war, 

it should be possible, we thought, to negotiate a aatisfactory peace~ 

short of unconditional surrender.) 

The use of the bomb against the cities of Japan had a very profound 

effect on the scientists, bu·t this effect became visible only very 

gradually_after the war. 

Great power brings with itself the obligation of restraint; ~ ~ 

ee!ma that Hiroshima and Nagasaki have raised doubts in the minds of f~ 
Ame l:all\ scientis'cs that the United States is capable o:f exercising 

such restraints. ~· ·' ~ ~-
B~~!:~ 

A-fber t;rtit liiir /Aiilerican scientists showed very little inclination 

to devote any further thought to the problems of the bomb. 

Most cf t hem felt after the war just as apprehensive of Russia 

as a potential enemy as they had felt before the war about Germany. 

They did not trust Russia any more than they had trusted Germany, 

but apparently they trusted their own governmen~an they had trusted 

p..:: before. 
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The net result was that the u.s. would have missed out on the 

hydrogen bomb altogether had it not been for the accident that there 

was still one man left who--for a variety of reasons--still liked to 

think about the problems of this bomb. 

I call this an accident because where this is only one man left, 

clearly--but for the grace of God--there might have been no one left. 

In the years after the war, it was liell knov-m to many that practi-

cally all the current ideas on the bomb came from Dr. Edward Teller. 

Even Teller was not working full time at it; nor was he entirely 

free of doubts whether he was doing the right thing 3 but s till time 

it seemed to me so incongruous that there should be only one first-

class mind left working on the problems of the bomb ~ that I brought 

this fact to the attention of the White House when an occasion al1 0Se. 

When I talked about this to one of the officials , he seemed to 

grasp the significance of what I told him, and he appeared shocked. 

His response, in turn, shocked me, for what he said was this: 

"For God's sake! keep the name of this man sec:c·et. If the Rus3ians 

find out who he is, they can blacken his name in such a way that it 

will not be in the power of the President to keep him at work ax in 

his job. 11 

Not until I had heard this did I .fully realize into what a mess 

~had managed to get ourselves here in the United States. 

/~ Recently, as a sequel to Dr. Oppenheimer's loyalty case, Dr. Teller's 

role in connection with the hydrogen bomb became public knowledge. 

Missing the main point the public seemed to be mostly concerned 

whether there was delay in constructing the hydrogen bomb after the 

President gave the order to go ahead. 

A myth is in the making that there was a conspiracy of scientists 

determined to sabotage the presidential order. 

In a book on the Hydrogen Bomb written by Sheppley and Blair, 

which stirred up a considerable amount of dust, there is much talk 

about such a conspiracy. 
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They e a up by saying--I quote ; 

"The leaders of the anti-H-Bomb lobby were the opinion leaders 

of U.S. s c ience--Einstein, Rabi, Bacher, Conant, Szilard, and others. 

'l'he effect of the i r arguments on the younger scientists was massive; 

~ they stayed vJ· y from Los .lamos :i.n droves. 11 

'I It is quite true that fe\'J of' the scientists rushed to Los Alamos 

even after Pre stdent Tru..rnan ordered the hydrogen bomb to be developed .. 

T~i~ ls · fac t and it might require an explanation. 
~ 

~l'he expl nation that Sh.eppley and Blair gi·'ile has)! virtue of 

being dimple, but it lacks t he virtue of be l ng co·rec-'-. 

S'10r tly after the ?-.cas ident' s dec i - ion on t he hydrogen bomb was 

made public., a group of' phy iei"ts assembled at a meeting of the 

Physica l .Society in New Yorl{1 issued a s ta.tement. I quote: 

n A. few days ago, Pre.sident Truman decided tha t his country 

should go ahead with the co struction of a Hydrogen Bomb. 

"We believe 'c hat n o nation has the right to use such a bomb, 

no m·-t ter how righteous its cause. This bomb is no longer a 

Heapo11 of wru"' but a means of extermination of whole populations. 

I ts use would be a betrayal of all standards of morality and of 

Chrlstian civilization itself ..• 

t vie Ul"'ge "-hat the United States J through its e lected goverrunent, 

make a solemn declaration that Na shall never use this bomb first. 

The circumstance which might force us to use it ~;: ould be if' we 

OT t.i.r allies "L·fere att.:.cked by THIS bomb. There can be only 

one ~u tification or our development of the hydrogen bomb, and 

that is to prevent its use. 11 

It s o happens tb~t neither Einstein , Rab i, Bacher, Conant, nor 

even I) had signed this statement, but t he distinguished group which 

signed it was quite representative of physicists all over the nation . 

The University of' Chicago, Harvard, Cornell, The University of 

California, the California Institute of Technology, Columbia University, 

M.I.T., the Car negie Institut ion of Washington, and Princeton University 

were al l ~ · epresented. 
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But impressive though the names are , you can be sure that no 

scient ist s t ayed aNay from Lo. llamas a0 the re ult of reading this 

statement . 

No scient ists worth hL> Mllt .:- no matter hm·; young, will be guided 

by a thorlty e i ther in a s c ientific matter or in a matter of conscience. 

I1 depend .i.1Ce of judgment and inclination to follm'l arguments 

rather than t follow authorit is deeply ingrained in the nature of 

t he 3cientist . --r The statement v-1hich t hls group issued did not slow down the 

develop Jent of the h;y-d ... oge:1 bomb but t. e doubts to W11ic 1 it gives 

express ton {;n•l liZii"lt were ulia.:.'et1 by s1 J scient 1st:; Wli01it=I knd most 
\ 

certainly did so. 

The e f fect of t ' e ae doubts .za·"' most marked in the interval bet\'leen 

1945-1_,..50, when t' e p1•oblem \'las s t ill largely unrecogni zed and 

unformulated. 

The i r effeeJc was much smaller after that 

nevel" af."ec'c e. the recru:!. t mer.t of t he scientists who were needed to 

fit the bi.·, l eks into the wall. 
_lj)_ 
7( To those of you who ar e concerned about our national security 

in t he conventional sense of the 'tvor d, I can give this l"'eassurance. 

~Jith the men at h nd 1ov; \iorking on t he bomb, ther e can be no 

further misl1.a.p . c;. ... '\ .,. - ' '\. \~ Y-. >'~_; · ·"" / , 
~............~~~~JL{~.t-p. ~ 

Tl e born s a.,e now e.s large asl-hey aeea 'be and if' smaller and 

smalleP bo bs a.- e needed f.:~;-: tactical use, they will be forthcoming 

also. 

That there is an estrangement between t he government and the 

scient:tst s t.vhich affects the best of our creative minds cannot be 

doubted. 

But t hose of my colleague s who raise t heir voices to warn that 

this e.:;tr ngement threatens the security of the U.S. are a little 

disingen ous . 

For th t£,uth of t he matter ls that \'l e ha e reached the point 

on the r~ d Y.J er<:: t he sal vat ion of the United States cannot come 
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from any f'urther advance:::. 111 the science of war.t'are. 

At t he point v'Jhere vle ~tand today the salvation of the United 
States can come only from political sagacity. 

l <;ould say w eater degree of assurance--if the past -c~.:re:JI,ea.sure f~ future--that 
Wi · :__ . ..~. nave no opportunity to""do--so-;-) 

in all likelihood 

'Wttethel' t at 3il1 be forthcoming or not, I regret not to be in 
a position to predict . 
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